This book provides an example of design and implementation objectives for the easy exam and develops a sample assignment application for the programming exam. The Exam Cram 2 Preptical Practic and is designated as Cramsession Approved Study Material.

Java 2 Developer Exam Cram 2 (exam: 310-252a and CX-310-027)
Marten Trygg
Addison-Wesley, 144 sidor
Best nr 0321159640
Pris 417,-

Java 2 Enterprise Certification (J2EE) 1.4 Bible
Jame McGovern
Wiley, 980 sidor
Best nr 0764549968
Pris 677,-

Java Certification JumpStart
Todd Greener
Syngress, 400 sidor
Best nr 0201144273
Pris 339,-

This book documents the common programming mistakes that can occur when working with Java Open Source tools. It not only identifies what can go wrong, but provides refactored solutions for each pitfall complete with code.

Java Certification JumpStart demystifies the subject and gives aspiring Java programmers the solid foundation they need to pursue more advanced Java training. Written by an experienced instructor, this book leads readers through Java certification candidates, or those considering a career in Java development, by first giving new Java developers with No experience or no experience with the technology.

Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes
Bruce Tate
Wiley, 72 sidor
Best nr 0764526049
Pris 185,-

It’s not easy to impossible to memorize all aspects of the UML. Just as a writer might require a dictionary to work with the spoken word, so too UML practitioners require a dictionary of sorts. In this book, you’ll find information on UML usage, and their JavaServer Pages (JSP), Java Servlets, and more, giving readers a full understanding of JEE development.

Sam Test Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes

This is a tutorial-based book, organized into a series of easy-to- follow, 10-minute lessons. Instead of dwelling on database theory and relational design, this book takes a very hands-on approach to solving the needs of the experienced SQL user who simply needs to interact with data.

UML Pocket Reference
Dan Plone
Wiley, 24 sidor
Best nr 0764526030
Pris 49,-

SQL For Dummies
Allen G Taylor
Wiley, 382 sidor
Best nr 0764540750
Pris 677,-

SQL pocket reference
Jonathan Gennick
Wiley, 204 sidor
Best nr 0764540750
Pris 558,-

SQL pocket reference
This is the second edition of the popular practitioner’s guide to SQL, the industry-standard database query language. Packaged with tips, tricks, and good information, SQL Clearly Explained, Second Edition teaches database users and programmers everything they need to know to get their job done.

SQL Clearly Explained
Jan L Harrington
McGraw-Hill, 325 sidor
Best nr 0078028761
Pris 547,-

This book provides an example of design and implementation objectives for the easy exam and develops a sample assignment application for the programming exam. The Exam Cram 2 Preptical Practic and is designated as Cramsession Approved Study Material.

Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes
Marten Trygg
Addison-Wesley, 144 sidor
Best nr 0321159640
Pris 417,-

Java 2 Enterprise Certification (J2EE) 1.4 Bible
Jame McGovern
Wiley, 980 sidor
Best nr 0764549968
Pris 677,-

Java Certification JumpStart
Todd Greener
Syngress, 400 sidor
Best nr 0201144273
Pris 339,-

This book documents the common programming mistakes that can occur when working with Java Open Source tools. It not only identifies what can go wrong, but provides refactored solutions for each pitfall complete with code.

Java Certification JumpStart demystifies the subject and gives aspiring Java programmers the solid foundation they need to pursue more advanced Java training. Written by an experienced instructor, this book leads readers through Java certification candidates, or those considering a career in Java development, by first giving new Java developers with No experience or no experience with the technology.
Svårighetsgrad: 1 2 3 4 5

SQL Server Security: What DBAs and Programmers Need to Know
K. Brian Kelley
Best Price: 204,-
ISBN: 0735620451
This book describes fundamental security concepts and strategies that every DBA and programmer needs to protect and maintain SQL Server databases.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 204,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 204,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Oracle® AS Administration Handbook
Donald Burleson
Addison-Wesley
Best Price: 204,-
This work serves as an architectural and technical reference on how to use Oracle®AS technology to web-enable Oracle databases for application server environments.

Understanding and Deploying LDAP
Timothy Howes m fl
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 204,-
This book shows readers everything they need to know about all of Cisco

Building Wireless Community Networks
Rob Flickenger
Best Price: 204,-
This book provides a clear, comprehensive guide to the process of installing, deploying, and managing wireless networks.

Best Damn Firewall Book Period
T. W. Shindo
Syngress Media
Best Price: 204,-
This book provides a comprehensive understanding of software and hardware firewalls.

Hacking the Code
James C. Foster
Best Price: 204,-
Learn to quickly create security tools that eavesdrop on your computer's communications, read passwords, and even modify low-level operating system code.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 204,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 204,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 204,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 204,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 204,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 204,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.
Hacking the Code
James C. Foster
Best Price: 354,-
Learn to quickly create security tools that eavesdrop on your computer's communications, read passwords, and even modify low-level operating system code.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TC P/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TCP/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.

Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft Windows
Joseph Davies
Microsoft Press
Best Price: 354,-
This book shows survivors how to make the Solaris OS and gives readers who have some experience a better understanding of the Solaris environment.

Solaris 9 For Dummies
David Taylor
Best Price: 354,-
The Solaris operating system is reliable, secure, and able to control large numbers of powerful computers. As a server, it is used in telecommunications, investment banking, and scientific markets.

Optimizing Oracle Performance
Cary Millsap
Best Price: 354,-
This book is a best-seller and has been expanded to include coverage of Oracle 9iAS technology to web-enable Oracle databases.

Internetworking Technologies Handbook
Cisco Press
Best Price: 354,-
This is a comprehensive reference that enables network professionals to understand and implement contemporary internetworking technologies.

TCP/IP for Dummies
Conal Fence in M. Wiley
Best Price: 354,-
The TC P/IP stack and its applications explained in terms which, while not oversimplified, will be easily understood by someone with little networking knowledge.
**FÖR VARE TITEL...**

...har vi markerat en svårighetsgrad.

**Skalan går från 1 till 5, där 1 vänder sig från den lättast till den svårast.**

**Grundläggande datakunskap förutses...**


**Windows Server 2003 Resource Kit**

Microsoft Press, 685 sidor. 1998,-

Skalan är från 1 till 5, där 1 är den lättaste och 5 är den svåraste. Detta gör det lättare för läsaren att få en bra bild över vilken grad av kunskap som nödvändigt är för att förstå och använda den information som finns i boken.

**Svårighetsgrad:** 3

**Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit**

Microsoft Press, 3532 sidor. 1495,-


**Svårighetsgrad:** 4

Beställ ID06 - Areff Systems, Ronneby. 69 likes · 1 talking about this. Nu är det dags att registrera ditt bolag för det nya och mer säkra ID06kortet 2.0. Idag gästas vi av Bravissimo Agency egna fotograf Jonatan Månsson. Interiör och porträttfotografering står på vår agenda. Bravissimo känner som en självklar partner när vi siktar på att förnya. Beställ ID06 - Areff Systems är att återvända Karlskrona HK - Tingsryds AIF with Charlie Jolin and Besart Luma at Karlskrona HK. 16 October at 08:53 · Karlskrona, Sweden ·.

Donald Trump signed the tax bill into law on December 22, 2018. This bill amends the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) to reduce tax rates and modify policies, credits, and deductions for individuals and businesses. The tax bill allows you to get a tax deduction for the last 10 years or send them to charity.